
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA

Norfolk Division

FILED
JN OPEN not IDT

JUL - 8 2020

1—— - norfqi k va

CRIMINAL NO.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

V,

LARRY JAMAL GREEN,

Defendant.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

By signing below, the parties stipulate that the allegations in the pending criminal

information and the following facts are true and correct, and that had the matter gone to trial the

United States would have proven them beyond a reasonable doubt.

1. Beginning in or about April 2015 and continuing through in or about July 2015,

the defendant, LARRY J. GREEN, did knowingly and willfiilly combine, conspire, confederate,

and agree with PERSON A, PERSON B, PERSON C, and others known and unknown, including

PERSON D to defraud the United States and to interfere with and obstruct its lawfiil

governmental functions by deceit, craft, trickery, and dishonest means, including the

compromise of security of United States military and civilian persoimel on Kandahar Airfield,

Afghanistan (KAF) and the security of property of value to the United States on KAF.

2. Beginning in or about April 2015 and continuing through in or about July 2015,

the defendant, LARRY J. GREEN did willfully, knowingly, and unlawfully, embezzle, steal,

purloin, and convert to his own use without authority, property of value to the United States

worth over $95,000 including Three Generators, and a Toyota Hilux cargo truck designated "AC

74" with Vehicle Identification Number MROFR22G1A0556357.

3. LARRY J. GREEN was a Lead Mechanic and contractor for Company A,
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operating on KAF. GREEN was in charge of the maintenance and safeguarding of various items

on KAF, including vehicles, cranes and generators. Company A was a privately-held company,

based in Fort Worth, Texas that was under contract with the United States Army from beginning

in and around approximately October 2009, continuing up to and including all times relevant to

these charges, to provide facilities support services, maintenance, and operational support

services at KAF. Company A employed numerous personnel at KAF who worked alongside

military members, including mechanics and various property specialists in support of the Global

War on Terrorism. Company A's employees acted directly on behalf of U.S. military personnel

on KAF as contract workers with duties and responsibilities similar to their military counterparts.

As a contractor for the United States military, GREEN was a public official.

4. The United States military owned, leased or otherwise had a property interest in

all equipment housed on KAF in support of Operation Enduring Freedom and related missions in

the Global War on Terrorism. Property on KAF used by Company A, or other U.S. contractors

that operated on KAF, was either U.S.-fumished property leased to contractors for use on the

installation, or was property acquired by Company A or other U.S. contractors pursuant to and

under a contract with the United States for use in support of militaiy or training missions on

KAF. At all times material to these charges, property on KAF was under the command and

control of the U.S. Armed Forces, and was therefore property of value to the United States.

5. As a military base, strict security procedures govemed the movement of people and

property of value to the United States on and off KAF. These security measures included

regulations, rules, and standard operating procedures promulgated by both the U.S. Army and

Commander, KAF (COMKAF). These procedures were in place for the protection of the

American Soldiers and civilian personnel stationed there, among other reasons, and adherence to
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them was material to the safely and security of the individuals at the base and the U.S. interest in

the region. The security procedures did not allow for non-base personnel movement on or within

KAF unless escorted by an authorized individual who had an "Escort Pass." Equipment movement

also typically required an Escort Pass and a detailed memorandum to COMKAF that contained:

(1) a specific written request; (2) the date; (3) the names of drivers picking up the equipment and

their badge numbers; (4) the vehicles coming onto the base including the make, model, color, and

license plate; (5) a description or justification of the materiel moving off of the base; and (6) tlie

name of the escort. This written memorandum then needed to be stamped as "Approved" by an

individual authorized to do so at International Security Assistance Forces (ISAF) Headquarters.

To receive such approval, individuals were required to present identification and proof of who they

worked for such as a company certification registration along with the memorandum. Only with

these written documents and an Escort Pass completed by personnel from Company A, or another

approved contracting company, could equipment be transported off the base or cotild outside

personnel be permitted entry onto KAF. GREEN was aware of these rules and procedures.

6. PERSON A was a Security Badging and Escort Pass Supervisor for Company A.,

who supervised the office that issued badges, which were required for the movement of persotmel

and property on and off KAF.

7. PERSON B was a Redistribution Property Assistance Team Supervisor for

Company A who worked on KAF at all times relevant. PERSON B supervised the placement and

disposition of property on KAF belonging to Company A and ensured that it entered or exited

KAF with proper authorization.

8. PERSON C was a Crane Operator for Company A who worked on KAF at all times

relevanyPERSON C operated cranes and used other equipment to move property on and ofFKAF
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and possessed an escort badge, which authorized him to escort otherwise non-authorized personnel

in, around, and out of KAF.

9. PERSON D was a third-country national and contractor, with access to KAF, who

acted as a middleman for the sale of stolen property to an unidentified third-party buyer located

off of KAF in Afghanistan.

10. GREEN entered into an agreement with PERSONS A, B, C, and D, and others

known and unknown, to deceive the United States by felsifying documents to permit unauthorized

individuals onto KAF to steal property of value to the United States, and to impair the legitimate

function of the United States by deceitfully defeating the Government's efforts to exclude

unauthorized individuals from KAF and undermining the Government's efforts to prepare U.S.

and Coalition Forces with the equipment necessary to fulfill their mission in Afghanistan.

11. GREEN entered into an agreement with PERSONS A, B, C, and D, and others

known and unknown, to steal property of value to the United States, including a refrigerator, three

generators, a Toyota Hilux cargo truck designated "AC 74" vrith Vehicle Identification Number

MROFR22G1A0556357, a Company A vehicle, tools, engines, transmissions, a truck and trailer,

and a white 2012 Toyota van.

12. Beginning on or about April 23,2015, GREEN, through PERSON D, negotiated,

with PERSON D's unidentified third-party buyer, a price for the sale of a stolen forty-foot

refrigerator and a 12- KV generator. These items were materiel located on KAF which were of

value to the United States. GREEN and PERSON D communicated by telephone, text, and email

about the price for the stolen materiel. The parties agreed the buyer would pay $7,000 and provide

a flatbed truck, a bongo truck, and the drivers necessary to remove the stolen items from KAF.

GREEN, PERSON A, and PERSON D discussed the procedures necessary for bringing the
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unauthorized personnel and trucks onto KAF in order to remove the stolen property from KAF.

GREEN knew this required providing PERSON A with the vehicle information and driver

information so PERSON A could create fake paperwork on Company A letterhead in order to

defeat the security protocols designed to protect the personnel and property on KAF. In order to

accomplish this, GREEN requested that information fiom PERSON B and communicated about

creating the paperwork using that information with PERSON A. GREEN and PERSON A planned

to bring the driver on to BCAF during the day using the forged paperwork to gain entrance to KAF,

and steal the property at night in order to minimize the chance of being caught GREEN, PERSON

A, and PERSON B carefully planned the theft of the two items, including casing the property,

removing the property, and assessing what security measures were active around the area.

13. Beginning on or about May 27, 2015 GREEN, PERSON A, and PERSON B,

conspired to steal a Toyota Hilux cargo truck designated "AC 74" with Vehicle Identification

Number MROFR22G1A0556357. This truck was located on KAF and was property of value to

the United States. GREEN negotiated vrfth PERSON D for the sale of two trucks to PERSON D's

unidentified third-party buyer for $15,000. GREEN, PERSON A, PERSON B, and PERSON D

communicated amongst and between each other via phone and text message about the theft of this

truck. They discussed the security cameras that were operational on KAF, and specifically those

at the entry and exit control points. They discussed the pros and cons of stealing the vehicle at

night or during lunch time. On or about May 31,2015, GREEN stole the truck marked "AC 74,"

and drove it off KAF with PERSON B following behind him in another vehicle. The truck was

sold to the buyer for $5,500. GREEN gave $500 to PERSON D, $1,600 to PERSON B, $1,600 to

PERSON A, and kept the rest of the money for himself.
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14. Between on or about July 7 and July 9,2015, GREEN and PERSON D negotiated

with an unidentified person for GREEN to steal a generator and sell it to the unidentified person

off KAF for $5,000. This generator was located on KAF and was property of value to the United

States. GREEN and PERSON D communicated by phone, text, and email about the theft and sale

of this generator. GREEN communicated to PERSON A that the buyer would provide a driver

and vehicle to come onto KAF and take the stolen generator offKAF. With GREEN's knowledge,

PERSON A created falsified paperwork on Company A letterhead in order to defeat the security

protocols designed to protect the personnel and property on KAF. GREEN enlisted the help of

PERSON C to serve as an escort for the buyer's driver and vehicle during the theft. On or about

July 11,2015, GREEN stole the generator and transported it oflFKAF using the falsified paperwork

created by PERSON A. That same day, GREEN collected $5,000 from the sale of the stolen

generator, which he shared with PERSON C and PERSON A.

15. On or about July 16,2015 GREEN communicated to PERSON D that he found two

more generators that were bigger than the one they stole on Jrdy 11. GREEN told PERSON D that

he would need a truck, a driver, and a crane to transport the stolen generators. GREEN sent

PERSON D details of the generators including their make, model, serial number, and voltage.

GREEN communicated to PERSON D by phone, text message, and email. GREEN and PERSON

D negotiated a price of $17,000 for the theft and sale of both generators to PERSON D's

unidentified third-party buyer. GREEN enlisted PERSON C to serve as escort for the buyer's

drivers.

16. GREEN told PERSON D to send driver and vehicle Information for the buyer so

he coidd forward that information to PERSON A. On or about July 25, 2015, PERSON D sent

GREEN an email containing the details of the two drivers, and included a copy of their Afghan
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identification documents. TTie email also included the make, model, license plate, and color of the

two vehicles. That same day, GREEN emailed PERSON A this information. Using that

information, PERSON A created two separate documents, both of which were required to move

the stolen generators ofFKAF. The first document, titled "Memorandum for COMKAF Security

OjBBcer," with the subject "Materials," allowed the drivers and vehicles to come onto KAF.

PERSON A included the names and information of both drivers and their vehicles and wrote as a

justification that they were bringing equipment on to KAF to pick up two generators because the

lease agreement had been canceled and the generators were being retumed to the vendor. The

information listed as the justification on this memorandum was false, and was used to deceive the

COMKAF security officer, ISAF headquarters, and the gate guards at the entry/exit control point

It also listed that PERSON C was the escort, and included PERSON C's escort badge number and

a contact telephone number for PERSON 0.

17. The second document, also titled "Memorandum for COMKAF Security Officer,"

with the subject "Materials," authorized the drivers and vehicles to leave BCAF with the generators.

This document was also created by PERSON A and included the same driver and vehicle

information and a description of the two generators as follows; 1 Model P400E5 S/N:

FGWPES21JCDH00381 and 2. Model P250HE2 S/N:W65347N1547272 Color: White. The

document also included as justification for taking the equipment out of KAF that the lease

agreement was canceled and the generators were being retumed to the vendor. The information

listed as the justification on this memorandum was also false, and was used to deceive the

COMKAF security officer, ISAF headquarters, and the gate guards at the entry/exit control point.

The exit memorandum also listed that PERSON C as the escort, and included PERSON C's eseort

badge number and a contact telephone number for PERSON C.
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18. PERSON A created this set of two documents, which GREEN reviewed. An

incorrect digit for the identification numbers on one of the documents was discovered, GREEN

then called PERSON A to tell her to fix the digit, and to recreate the paperwork, which she did,

19. On or about July 27, 2015, GREEN stole the two generators. During the theft,

GREEN discovered one of the generators was smaller than he thought. GREEN then renegotiated

the price for the stolen generators down to $14,500. The generators were removed from KAF

using the falsified paperwork created by PERSON A, thereby defeating the security protocols

established by KAF. The two listed drivers on the falsified paperwork created by PERSON A left

KAF at 2:45 p.m. and 3:00 p.m. respectively. GREEN left KAF at 3:20 p.m., shortly after the

generators. GREEN then collected the $14,500 from PERSON D. GREEN shared the $14,500

with PERSON A and PERSON C. A portion of the cash from the sale of the stolen generators was

fotmd in GREEN's wallet by law enforcement a few-days later.

20. GREEN worked with PERSON A and others to create falsified paperwork that

brought unauthorized personnel on to KAF. Those unauthorized personnel had loyalties,

backgrounds, and intentions that were unknown and unvetted by the U.S. military and U.S.

government. GREEN's actions hampered the U.S. government's ability to safely and securely

conduct entry and exit procedures through his use of deceit, craft, trickery, and dishonest means,

and therefore compromised the security of U.S. military and civilian persormel on KAF.

Respectfully submitted.

G. Zachaty Terwilliger Teresa McHeruy
United States Attomey Chief, Human Rights & Special Prosecutions

Corey R. Amundson
Chief, Public Integrity Section

By:
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Joseph L. Kosky
Assistant United States Attorney

Sasha N. Rutizer

Rosaleen T. O'Gara

Trial Attorneys

After consulting with my attorney and pursuant to the Plea Agreement entered into this

day between the defendant, LARRY J. GREEN, and the United States, I hereby stipulate that the

above Statement of Facts is true and accurate, and that had thpjmaH8I\proceeded to trial, the

United States would have proved the same beyc

7. GREEN

Defendant

I am Chad Dorsk, LARRY J. GREEN's attorney. I have carefully reviewed the above

Statement of Facts with him. To my knowledge, his decision to stipulate to these facts is an

informed and voluntary one.

l^A/
Chad Dorsk, Esqui^s
Attorney for LARRY J. GREEN
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